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What is the problem?

National rail systems in Europe work comparatively well –
but once you cross a border by train, everything gets more 
complicated.

The infrastructure, level of service, timetables and ticketing are 
of poorer quality.

These problems are cross-border, so the EU needs
to fix them.



What is #CrossBorderRail?

A 2022 project to cross all the internal borders of the European Union
(and Norway and Switzerland) that you can cross by train in 
one 40-day journey - to highlight the problems and propose 
solutions

A smaller 2023 project to go back to all of Germany’s borders

Where there are no trains any more, 
cross the border on a folding bike



What are the specific issues?

Some cross border tracks have fallen into disrepair

In others tracks exist, but passenger trains do not run

When trains run, timetables are poor

Information or ticketing problems make things complicated



crossborderrail.trainsforeurope.eu/top20

http://crossborderrail.trainsforeurope.eu/top20




More than 150 cross border railways 
investigated
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Pic: Adrian Torres - used with permission

Maarten Otto - AVE S100F 21 near Perpignan - May 3, 2015 - CC BY-NC-ND 2.0
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